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Note : Answer from both the Sections as directed. The figures in th ri ght-hancl margin indicate marks.

Section-A
1. Answer the following questions:-

(a) Oenne "Turbulent motion".
(b) The flow round a closed curve
(c) fne most general form of Bern
(d) Define strength of a sink.

0 If tne components of spin are all

0 Oefine sink of the motion.
2. Answer the following questions :-

i

is called... ......{ou
I

oulli's equation for motio
l

i

of velocity for the boundan'
l

ents a possible flow phenorh
I

nd the curve.

n of fluid is ..

.... M is called irrotational.

(e) a circular cylinder is placed in uniform stream then
the cylinder is.........

e force or couple acting on

(f) For circulation about a circular cylinder the complex tial W is given by.
(g) fhe equation of stream line is
(h) Define equation of path line.

1x10=10

2x5:10
(a) Oenne "Velocity potential".
(b) Define "Beltranic flow".
(c) finA the normal component

(d) If 0 : A(x2 - y',) repres

stream function.
enon, determine the

(e) fo discuss circulation about a circular cylinder.
Section-B

Answer any five of the following questions:-
3. Determine the stream lines and the path of the particles

u: x/(l+t), v:yl(l*t), w:z/(l+t)
OR

Showthat \tur', * #cotzt- 1 - 0 isapossibtefo
and find an expression for normal velocity.

4. To obtain general equations of motion for impulsive action.
OR

Air obeying Boyle's Law is in motion in a uniform tube of s

e be the density and v the velocity at a distance x lrom a
02e A2 -- .
#: #l("' + k)el where k -:

5. What arrangement of sources and sinks rvill give rise to the

12x5=60

of boundary surface

all section prove that if
ed point at time t

Draw a rough sketch of the stream lines in this case and prov

nctionw-log fr-l)?
into the circle r _ a and axis of y

that tn,o of th:rn sub-divide



t OR
A velocity field is given by a : -xi + (y+t)j find the s

lines for this field at t:2
6. To discuss the motion of a circular cylinder moving with

an infinite mass liquid at rest at infinity.
OR

A circular cylinder is placed in a uniform steam find the
7. Determine equation of continuity by vector approach for

incompressible fluid.
OR

If w is the area of cross section of a stream filament,
continuity is

fit.*l+ * (ewq) - s

m function and the stream

lvelocity U along x-axis in

l

forces acting on the cylinders.
Ja non-homogeneous

that the equation of


